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Topological states of matter frequently exhibit
novel transport effects[1]. In this regard, 3D
Dirac and Weyl semimetals with linearly cross-
ing bands are the focus of much recent interest in
condensed matter physics. Each crossing point
is characterized by a charge chirality, the par-
allel or anti-parallel locking of electron spin in
its momentum direction. These materials are be-
lieved to exhibit a novel E·B magnetoelectric phe-
nomenon – the chiral magnetic effect – associated
with the near conservation of charge chirality [2].
Here, we use magneto-terahertz spectroscopy to
study high-quality epitaxial Cd3As2 thin films and
extract their dynamical conductivities σ(ω) as a
function of E · B. As in-plane field is applied, we
observe a remarkably sharp Drude-like response
that rises out of the broader zero-field conductiv-
ity background. The appearance of this peak is
a definitive signature of a new transport channel
and is consistent with the chiral response, with its
spectral weight a direct measure of the net chiral
charge and its width a measure of the scattering
rate between chiral species [3]. The field inde-
pendence of the chiral relaxation rate establishes
that it is set by the approximate conservation of
the isospin degree of freedom that labels the crys-
talline point-group representations.
Some of the most remarkable demonstrations of topo-
logical states of matter come through their response
to electromagnetic fields. Quantum Hall systems show
quantized Hall resistances that are precise to better than
one part in a billion [1] and topological insulators are
characterized by a quantized magnetoelectric effect [4–
7]. Weyl (WSM) and Dirac semimetals (DSM) are states
of matter in which conduction and valence bands touch
and disperse linearly around pairs of nodes in momen-
tum space [2, 8–14]. Each node is distinguished by its
chirality e.g. whether the spin of a massless (linearly
dispersing) particle is oriented parallel or anti-parallel
to its momentum. Roughly speaking Dirac systems can
be considered as two copies of Weyl systems, where at
each node there are two sets of the linearly dispersing
bands with opposite chiral charge. The copies are distin-
guished by a point-group index or isospin degree of free-
dom (⇑,⇓) that labels the crystalline point-group repre-
sentations [15, 16]. These four-fold degenerate 3D linear
band crossings in DSMs are protected by lattice point
group symmetries and are stable as long as the symme-
tries are respected. The quasiparticles near the touching
points can be described by the relativistic Dirac Hamilto-
nian: H = ηvFσ·(k±KD), where η = ± 1 represents the
chirality degree of freedom and ±KD represent the valley
degrees of freedom and location of the Dirac nodes along
a high symmetry direction in momentum space [15, 17].
Despite being essentially metals, WSMs and DSMs
can show distinct transport effects that are associated
with the near conservation of chiral charge. Unlike
quantum Hall systems, this “chiral anomaly” exists in
both the quantum and semiclassical transport limits
[3, 9, 16, 19, 20]. The phenomenon requires two impor-
tant ingredients. In the semiclassical limit, the first is a
magnetic-field-induced coupling between the chiral and
the total charge densities via Berry curvature. This as-
pect is generic to systems with large Berry curvature.
The second is a nearly conserved chiral charge, which is
a property unique to WSM and DSM systems. The chi-
ral charge is not exactly conserved in any real material,
as the chiral symmetry is always violated by nonlinear
band dispersions, but such effects vanish in the low en-
ergy limit. Therefore the near-conservation of the chiral
charge is due to an emergent low-energy chiral symmetry.
Although the effect exists in both semiclassical and
quantum transport regimes [2], perhaps the most intu-
itive understanding of the effect can be achieved in the
quantum limit. Consider a magnetic field in the z di-
rection that bridges Dirac nodes separated in kz. As
shown in Figs. 1(d), due to the particular properties
of massless Dirac fermions, a zeroth Landau level (LL)
forms that connects one valley to the other either above
or below EF depending on the relative direction of the
magnetic field and the isospin. With the reasonable as-
sumption (discussed more below) that inter-valley and
isospin relaxation rates (1/τv and 1/τi) are slower than
the intravalley rates (1/τn), under the action of an E · B
term, for a particular isospin, charge is pumped from one
valley to the other. For the opposite isospin, the sense of
pumping between valleys is reversed, but note that due
to the dependence of connectivity of the nodes of the 0th
LL on isospin the velocity of the 0th LL at EF is al-
ways the same in the valley that charge is being pumped
into. This results in valley (µ+kD⇑ − µ−kD⇑ ) and isospin
(µ+kD⇑ − µ+kD⇓ ) chemical potential differences and corre-
sponding valley and isospin currents [2]. These currents
and population imbalances can be relaxed only by the
relatively slow scattering between nodes of opposite chi-
rality as compared to the normal intravalley scattering
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2FIG. 1: Charge dynamics of the chiral anomaly in a Dirac semimetal and the experimental setup. (a) Schematic
illustration of the low-energy electronic structure of the Dirac semimetal Cd3As2. It hosts two 3D Dirac nodes located at kz
axis.(b) The measure geometry between magnetic field and the electric field of terahertz pulse for the chiral anomaly. (c)
Schematic of the time-domain magnetoterahertz spectrometer used to collect data. Wire grid polarizer 1 (WGP1) and WGP2
are used to produce linearly polarized terahertz pulse with ETHz ‖ B or ETHz ⊥ B. A fast rotation polarizer (FRP) is used
to modulate terahertz electric field by a frequency near 47 Hz. With WGP3 and lock-in amplifier, the complex transmission
matrix can be determined through a single measurement to high precision [18]. (d) In a Dirac semimetal with ETHz ‖ B, the
3D Dirac electronic states will develop Landau levels which are dispersive along the direction of magnetic field. The zeroth
Landau levels mainly participate in the chiral transport. A number of different relaxation rates control the charge dynamics.
1/τn is the intranode (normal) scattering rate, 1/τv is the intervalley scattering rate, and 1/τi in the internode scattering rate
at the same momentum valley, but to the other isospin variety.
which dominates scattering across a node. Inter-valley
scattering (1/τv) is slower than the normal scattering
due to the large momentum transfer between nodes, and
inter-isospin scattering (1/τi) is suppressed by the same
symmetry that protects the degeneracies. We call the
larger of 1/τv and 1/τi the chiral relaxation rate 1/τc,
which controls the build-up of valley charge imbalance.
Because the chiral charge is not precisely conserved e.g. it
is pumped under the action of collinear electric and mag-
netic fields, the effect is referred to as the chiral anomaly.
A valley or isospin population will lead to a chiral cur-
rent, which relaxes at the lower rate 1/τc than a usual
current and hence gives an enhanced dc conductance
and negative longitudinal magnetoeresistance (NLMR).
NLMR has been observed in a number of DSM and WSM
systems and was widely interpreted as a consequence of
the chiral magnetic effect [2]. However NLMR is not
uniquely caused by this effect and it is clear that at least
in the high mobility WSM system, the measurements
were affected by the inhomogeneous current flow due to
the large transverse magnetoresistances induced by mag-
netic field e.g. “current jetting” [2, 21–24]. In lower
mobility systems there are other possibilities including
mobility fluctuations that may mix Hall and longitudi-
nal responses in sufficiently thick films [25–27].
Due to these controversies, experiments that can give
conclusive information about the effect are desired [28].
As discussed above, a key parameter that governs the
chiral anomaly is the chiral relaxation rate 1/τc. The
most convincing way to characterize the intrinsic prop-
erties of the chiral anomaly would be to measure 1/τc
and 1/τn directly. To date, most magnetotransport ex-
periments of topological semimetals are performed with
dc electric field for which it is hard to disentangle 1/τc
and 1/τn. In this work, we use magneto-terahertz spec-
troscopy as shown in Figs. 1(c), to study the high-quality
epitaxial thin films of Dirac semimetal Cd3As2. Cd3As2
is an ideal material for this investigation as it simply
presents two quadruply degenerate near-EF Dirac nodes
that sit along the kz axis that are protected by a C4 sym-
metry [Figs. 1(a)]. High quality (112) oriented Cd3As2
films have been grown via molecular beam epitaxy [29].
Depending on growth parameters different EF s can be
achieved. Performing frequency-dependent conductivity
experiments offers the opportunity to extract 1/τc and
1/τn directly. We measured two Cd3As2 films and ex-
tracted their field-dependent terahertz conductivity at
6 K. For the films with lower EF , we found the emer-
3FIG. 2: Terahertz conductivity at different magnetic fields (a) ETHz ‖ B with B ‖ (110) for sample S1. Chiral anomaly
leads terahertz conductivity σ1 below 1 THz to be gradually enhanced by magnetic field. (b) ETHz ⊥ B with B ‖ (110) for
sample S1. The suppression of terahertz conductivity σ1 is the signaure of postive magnetoresistivity which is generally observed
in perpendicular magnetic and electric fields. (c) ETHz ‖ B for B ⊥ (110) sample S2. (d) ETHz ⊥ B for B ⊥ (110) sample
S2. (e) and (f) Comparisons of this 0 and 7 T data and their differences for samples S1 and S2. ∆σ1 is the intrinsic chiral
conductivity from chiral anomaly. The highlighted grey area represents the strength of charge pumping effect and its width
defines the chiral relaxation rate.
gence of a narrow Drude-like peak at low frequency when
ETHz ‖ B. The appearance of this peak over a restricted
low frequency range is the manifestation of a new trans-
port channel. Its systematic dependencies on frequency
and field are in precise agreement with expectations of
the chiral anomaly and the chiral Drude response in a
Dirac semimetal. An additional advantage of these con-
tactless THz measurements is that they avoid any arti-
facts associated with inhomogeneous current paths that
have plagued dc experiments.
In Figs. 2(a) and (b), we show the real part of the
THz conductivity at a number of different fields for
ETHz ‖ B and ETHz ⊥ B for Cd3As2 sample S1 (see
corresponding σ2 in the SM) with a low EF (measured
with B ‖ (110)). At zero field, σ1 is characterized by
a Drude-like Lorentzian peak with a scattering rate ap-
proximately 1 THz, as well as a 0.7 THz phonon [30]. As
a field B ‖ ETHz is applied, an additional much sharper
Drude-like peak rises out of the zero-field σ1. That this
should be considered as a new transport channel with
a distinct frequency scale can be seen in the fact that
these changes are all at low frequency e.g. at frequen-
cies above 1 THz the data does not change. B ⊥ (110)
in sample S1 shows a similar effect. This behavior can
be contrasted with ETHz ⊥ B that shows a decrease in
the low frequency conductivity over the entire measured
spectral range. For this direction the decreased conduc-
tivity is consistent with the usual effects of positive trans-
verse magnetoresistance of conductors in magnetic field.
Figs. 2(a) is the major result of this work. As shown
in Figs. 2(c) and (d) another sample S2 measured with
B ⊥ (110) with a somewhat larger EF , shows a similar,
although more modest effect with scattering rates larger
than those of S1.
To further demonstrate this result, we plot the σ1 at
0 and 7 T ETHz ‖ B and their difference for samples
S1 and S2 in Figs. 2(e) and (f) respectively. One can
see that, comparing 0 and 7 T σ1 contains an emergent
sharper Drude response. The difference in these curves
∆σ1 = σ1(B)−σ1(0) at 7 T, reveals a narrower zero-
frequency peak that characterizes a new transport chan-
nel. There are also small changes to the phonon that will
be discussed elsewhere.
Figs. 3(a) to (d) we show Drude/Drude-Lorentz os-
cillator fits to the data that characterizes the ETHz ‖ B
response. Fit details are given in the Methods section. In
the displayed spectral range, the zero field spectra are fit
well by a single Drude feature and Drude-Lorentz oscilla-
4FIG. 3: Dynamical charge pumping and relaxation of the chiral anomaly extracted by Drude-Lorentz fits.
(a) and (b) Fits to terahertz conductivity of sample S1 with ETHz ‖ B. The sharper Drude oscillator (bule shadowed area)
represents the new transport channel from chiral anomaly. (c) and (d) Fits to terahertz conductivity of sample S2 with
ETHz ‖ B. Field dependent Drude plasma frequency in sample S1 (e) and in sample S2 (g). The plasma frequencies of chiral
transport channel (ωpc/2pi, Red) directly correspond to chiral charge pumping and are linear functions of field. Scattering
rates in sample S1 (f) and in sample S2 (h). The chiral scattering rates (1/2piτc, red) control the dynamical process of chiral
anomaly as shown in Figs. 1(d) and in both samples they are much samller than normal bulk scattering rates (1/2piτn, blue).
tor for the 0.7 THz phonon. The square of the plasma fre-
quency (ω2p = Ne
2/m) is related to the spectral weight
of a spectral feature in the conductivity. At slightly
higher frequencies there is an overdamped phonon [30, 31]
which we incorporate through a broad oscillator centered
at 1.7 THz. Small changes in the details of these phonon
fits affect none of our main results or conclusions. As
field is increased, the new zero frequency peak emerges
and excellent fits can be obtained by the inclusion of an
additional sharp Drude term (of width 1/2piτc) with im-
perceptible changes to the spectral weight and widths of
the broader Drude and phonon terms. The fitting param-
eters as a function of field are shown in Figs. 3(e) to (h).
For both samples, one can see that the plasma frequen-
cies ωpn and scattering rates 1/2piτn of the broad Drude
oscillator do not have appreciable field evolution. In con-
trast, the plasma frequencies ωpc of the sharper Drude os-
cillator increases approximately linearly as a function of
magnetic field in both samples. In both samples, 1/2piτc
is approximately one fourth of 1/2piτn.
This field-induced effect is remarkable and its origin
should be carefully considered. Due to the fact that
it is an enhancement of only the low frequency con-
ductivity, it should not be considered due to either a
change in the normal scattering rate itself or change in
carrier density, but instead the appearance of a paral-
lel transport channel with a new frequency scale. That
the part of the spectra associated with the zero field
Drude does not change shows that the effect is not to
be associated with effects like spin dependent scattering
[32] that would manifest as an overall change in scatter-
ing rate. We should also reiterate that an advantage of
our contactless THz measurements is that they avoid the
artifacts associated with inhomogeneous current paths
which occur in very anisotropic conductors when dc cur-
rents are applied or in systems with mobility fluctua-
tions [2, 21, 24–26]. That the changes to the electronic
spectrum are intrinsic is also corroborated by the fact
that the phonon’s spectral weight [Figs. 4(b)] decreases
as the low frequency conductivity increases (presumably
due to increased screening). In contrast, the appearance
of an additional transport channel and a new time scale is
precisely in agreement with theoretical expectations for
the chiral anomaly. In particular, Burkov showed that
with increasing magnetic field an additional Lorentzian-
like peak should emerge, the width of which corresponds
to the internode scattering rate [3]. Within this picture,
the broader Drude represents the normal intraband tran-
sitions inside each Weyl cone, whereas the the narrow
Drude is evidence for the chiral transport channel, with
its spectral weight a direct measure of the chiral popu-
lation and its width the rate of chiral relaxation 1/2piτc.
The fact that 1/2piτc shows little field dependence is con-
sistent with the predictions.
Through simulations of the Drude responses, we can
extrapolate the field-induced conductivity ∆σ1(B) at
zero frequency. ∆σ1(B) should be equal to the intrinsic
dc longitudinal magneto conductivity. In Figs. 4(a), we
show the extrapolated ∆σ1(B) of both samples. One can
see, above 3 T, ∆σ1(B) shows a typical B
2 dependence,
5FIG. 4: Intrinsic dc chiral conductivity extrapolated from terahertz conductivity. (a) intrinsic dc magnetoconduc-
tivity from chiral anomaly in sample S1 (Blue) and S2 (Red). In both samples, ∆σ follows B2, consistent with the prediction
of field dependence of chiral current in semiclassical transport regime. (b) phonon oscillator strength in sample S1 (Blue) and
S2 (Red). The oscillator strengths in both samples decrease as the chiral conductivity is enhanced by magnetic field.
which is also consistent with the theoretical prediction
of the magnetic field dependence of chiral current in the
semiclassical transport regime.
Chiral transport occurs through a build up of the effec-
tive chiral electrochemical potential through the balance
between chiral pumping and internode scattering. How-
ever, to distinguish a steady-state chiral current, the chi-
ral scattering rate 1/τc must be much smaller than 1/τn.
We find that 1/τc is approximately one fourth of 1/τn in
both samples. Although we have found this very diag-
nostic signature of the chiral anomaly, it is important to
note that the relative scale of 1/τc to 1/τn is in strong dis-
agreement with prevailing theory for chiral scattering in a
DSM. As mentioned above and shown in Figs. 1(d), there
are two potential sources of such scattering. Charge can
undergo large momentum scattering inter-valley scatter-
ing (1/τv), or can scatter between isospin species at the
same valley (1/τi). The larger of these determines 1/τc.
Their relative scales to 1/τn can – in principle – be de-
termined from band structure parameters.
As discussed in the Supplementary Material (SM) and
in Ref. [16], within a Fermi’s golden rule approach and
for kF  KD the intervalley scattering rate can be
expressed as 1τn
(
kF
2KD
)4
. There is considerable uncer-
tainty in band structure parameters, but available data
[33] suggests that KD is found approximately 1/3 of the
way towards Z along the Γ − Z line e.g. at approxi-
mately 0.04 ± 0.01A˚−1 . Through analysis of the Drude
spectral weight and cyclotron mass of S1, one can esti-
mate a Fermi wavevector kF of 0.0135 A˚
−1, which gives
1/τv = 0.0008 1/τn. This is much smaller than observed.
The isospin intravalley scattering 1/τi is suppressed if
the band dispersions are completely linear. However,
in a real material, the actual band dispersions will in-
evitably have quadratic curvature. This quadratic cor-
rection mixes chiralities and introducs weak scattering
between nodes (See SM for further discussion). We use
an approximation of a spherically symmetric impurity
potential that is smooth on the scale of a unit cell and
ignore the angular anistropy of the Fermi wavevector and
velocity (vF ), 1/τi can be estimated to be τ
−1
n (
αKDkF
2vF
)2
[16], which can be expressed in terms of the cyclotron
mass m∗ as 1/τi = 1τn
(
αKDm
∗
2~2
)2
. A cyclotron mass
of m∗ = 0.03me was determined in our previous work
[30] and an upper bound of αKD = 30 ± 15 eV ·A˚2 can
be determined from ARPES data (see SM). This gives
1/τi = 0.0035 1/τn, which as expected for a DSM is
larger than 1/τv, but still much smaller than the 1/τc
observed. In this work we have observed an anomalous
THz magnetoconductivity effect in the Dirac semimetal
Cd3As2. The effect depends on the relative alignment
of the in-plane fields as E · B. This dependence and the
evolution of the functional form of the conductivity is in
precise agreement with the theory of the chiral anomaly.
The finite frequency measurements allow the measure-
ment of a new frequency scale that can be associated
with the chiral scattering rate. What is not in precise
agreement with prevailing theory is the relative scales of
the chiral scattering rate and intranode scattering, as we
find the chiral scattering much stronger than predicted.
This raises questions about the nature of charge trans-
port in the Dirac semimetals and chiral scattering. It
may be that accepted aspects of the band structure need
to be revised [34] or that more realistic models of im-
purity scattering need to be developed with perhaps the
effects of rare regions needing to be considered.
6METHODS
Experimental setup. In time-domain terahertz spectroscopy,
an 800 nm femtosecond laser pulse is split along two paths and
sequentially excites a pair of photoconductive Auston-switch an-
tennae. A broadband THz range pulse is emitted by one antenna,
transmitted through the sample under test, and measured at the
other antenna by sampling with the split-off pulse. By varying
the length-difference between the two paths, the time dependence
of the electric field is measured. The time domain trace is then
Fourier transformed into the frequency domain. Taking the ratio
of the transmission through a sample to that of a reference resolves
the full complex transmission coefficient. A closed-cycle 7 T super-
conducting magnet is used to measure field dependent terahertz
responses. Samples can be measured with the field direction per-
pendicular (Voigt geometry) or parallel (Faraday geometry) to the
light wavevector. In the current case of thin films deposited on top
on an insulating substrate, the transmission can be inverted to ob-
tain the complex conductivity by using the appropriate expression
in the thin film approximation [35].
Film growth. A number of Cd3As2 films were grown by molec-
ular beam epitaxy on (111)B GaAs substrates. Samples S1 and S2
have thickness of 280 nm and 300 nm respectively. Further details
of the film growth can be found elsewhere [29]. The dc magneto
transport of both films is similar to the previous work on the films
of this Dirac semimetal.
Drude-Lorentz fits. To find the scattering rate and spectral
weight of the lowest frequency features, the optical conductivity
data was fit to a modified Drude/Drude-Lorentz model. We use
one Drude oscillator to account for the normal Drude transport
of Dirac fermions and the other to account for the chiral Drude
response. The expression is:
σ(ω) = 0
[
− ω
2
pn
iω − 1/τn
− ω
2
pc
iω − 1/τc
− iωΩ
2
s
ω20 − ω2 − i/τ0
−i(∞−1)ω
]
.
(1)
Here, 1/2piτn is the intranode (normal) scattering rate of the nor-
mal Drude term and 1/2piτc is the internode (chiral) scattering rate
of the field-induced Drude term. ωpn and ωpc are their plasma fre-
quencies. Ωs is the phonon’s oscillator strength, ω0 is the phonon’s
central frequency, 1/2piτ0 is the phonon linewidth. The background
polarizability ∞ originates from absorptions above the measured
spectral range including phonons and interband absorptions.
Data availability. All relevant data are available on reasonable
request from N.P.A.
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Supplementary Material: Probing charge pumping
and relaxation of the chiral anomaly in a Dirac
semimetal
Imaginary parts of optical conductivity with
ETHz ‖ B and ETHz ⊥ B
In the main text, we showed the real parts of the mag-
neto optical conductivity σ1 with ETHz ‖ B and demon-
strate that E · B introduces a new transport channel. We
also extract the imaginary parts of optical conductivity
σ2 with ETHz ‖ B. As shown in Figs. 5(a) and (c), when
increasing magnetic field, σ2 is gradually enhanced. This
is consistent with our discussion of magnetic field depen-
dence of σ1 that a new transport channel appears after
applying E · B. In contrast, when ETHz ⊥ B, as shown in
Figs. 5(b) and (d), both samples’ σ2 are gradually sup-
pressed by magnetic field, which is consistent with the
fact that the positive magneto resistivity will show up if
current is perpendicular to magnetic field.
Estimating relaxation rates
Similar to other semiconductors with related structure,
the low energy electronic structure of Cd3As2 is mostly
determined by near-EF Cd-5s and As-4p states. Two fea-
tures are necessary for symmetry protected Dirac nodes.
First, band inversion is essential in that the s-orbitals
must be lower in energy that the p-orbitals. Here the
vacancy ordering associated with Cd is important as it
is believed that a hypothetical structure without vacan-
cies would not have the robust band inversion necessary
for the Dirac semimetal state [36, 37]. Second, a cross-
ing is ensured and protected along the Γ− Z line in the
Brillouin zone as the two bands belong to different repre-
sentations (as distinguished by C4 rotational symmetry
around the kz axis) that prohibits hybridization between
them in special directions in momentum space.
To understand the band structure, one can start
from the standard eight-band Kane model used to
model semiconductors [38] and introduce additional
terms to take into account spin-orbit coupling and
the tetragonal symmetry of Cd3As2 [39]. The Cd-
5s and As-4p states with SOC can be written as
the states with definite angular momentum J and
Jz e.g. |SJ= 12 , Jz=±
1
2 〉, |PJ= 32 , Jz=±
3
2 〉, |PJ= 32 , Jz=±
1
2 〉,
|PJ= 12 , Jz=±
1
2 〉. In the tetragonal crystal symmetry, the
total angular momentum J is no longer good quantum
number, and the |PJ= 12 , Jz = ±
1
2 〉 and |PJ= 32 , Jz = ±
1
2 〉
7FIG. 5: Imaginary parts of optical conductivity of S1 with (a) ETHz ‖ B and (b) ETHz ⊥ B. Imaginary parts of optical
conductivity of S2 with (c) ETHz ‖ B and (d) ETHz ⊥ B.
mix and move to high energies. However the other two
orbitals remain eigenstates, and a minimal effective low
energy theory can be constructed with only them. The
resulting 4 band Hamiltonian for an inversion symmetric
tetragonal system within the k · p approximation is
HΓ(k) = 0(k) +

M(k) Ak+ 0 B
∗(k)
Ak− −M(k) B∗(k) 0
0 B(k) M(k) −Ak−
B(k) 0 −Ak+ −M(k)
 .
The matrix elements are generic values constrained only
by symmetry in the most general case, but here can be de-
termined by experimental measures of the band structure
of Cd3As2. Consistent with the tetragonal symmetry one
can parametrize 0(k) = C0 + C1k
2
z + C2(k
2
x + k
2
y) and
M(k) = M0 −M1k2z −M2(k2x + k2y). Inverted bands cor-
respond to M0,M1,M2 < 0. Here k± = kx ± iky. Diag-
onal terms of this matrix must be even under parity and
hence even functions of momentum. Off-diagonal terms
of the 2×2 blocks couple states of opposite parity and to
lowest order are linear in momentum. For an inversion
symmetric tetragonal system, similarly the leading order
form for B(k) in the kx − kz plane is αkzk2x. The terms
that are zero on the outside of the matrix are constrained
to be zero in inversion symmetric systems. In this form,
it is only the off-diagonal B term that mixes chiralities
and among other aspects has the effect of allowing ro-
tationally invariant impurities to scatter between nodes.
However, since the B(k) terms are small the 4×4 matrix
can be almost decoupled into two 2 × 2 blocks each de-
scribing isolated Weyl points with distinct isospin. The
resulting energy dispersion in the kx − kz plane is
E(k) = 0(k)±
√
M(k)2 +A2k2x + α
2k2zk
4
x (2)
which gives a pair of fourfold degenerate Dirac points at
KD = (0, 0,
√
M0
M1
).
Using the above formalism one can make estimates for
both the large momentum scattering between nodes 1/τv
as well as the intravalley inter-isospin scattering at the
same node 1/τi. Following [16], one can assume a ran-
dom distribution of impurities, which can be modeled by
a smooth potential. An assumption (possibly a big one,
see below) is that the potential is spherically symmetric
and has a scale that is large compared to the lattice con-
stant, such that crystalline point-group symmetries are
not broken locally. Small impurities placed away from
inversion centers would allow mixing between isospins in
a fashion different than considered here. If one assumes a
screened Coulomb potential v(~q) with a screening length
of order the Fermi wavelength, within a Fermi’s golden
rule approach one may estimate for the relaxation time
[16] for intra-node (e.g. small momentum ~q ∼ 0) inter-
isospin scattering
1
τn
≈ g(F )nimp
pi~
|v(0)|2. (3)
Here g(F ) is the Fermi energy density of states and
nimp is the impurity concentration. For large momen-
tum inter-valley scattering, where one has kF  KD one
can calculate in a similar fashion to get
1
τv
≈ g(F )nimp
pi~
|v(2KD)|2 ∼ 1
τn
( kF
2KD
)4
. (4)
Here the Dirac node momentum KD position is measured
with respect to the zone center and kF is measured with
respect to the node position.
The calculation of the intravalley inter-isospin scatter-
ing is slightly more involved. Following Ref. [16] one
can first diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the limit where
B(k) = 0 and valleys are chirality eigenstates for all k.
First-order perturbation theory in B(k) allows chirali-
tites to be mixed due quadratic curvature corrections.
Note that within this picture chiralities are still eigen-
states as k → KD, but are progressively mixed at mo-
menta away from the node. Repeating the Fermi’s golden
rule calculation using the perturbed eigenstates and ig-
noring any angular dependence to the scattering or shape
of the Fermi surface or velocity, one finds
81
τi
≈ g(F )nimp
pi~
|v(0)|2
(αKDkF
2~vF
)2
=
1
τn
(αKDkF
2~vF
)2
.
(5)
Fermi surface and dispersion anisotropies will give only
order one corrections to this result. One can see from this
analysis that it is the quadratic correction to the disper-
sion in the direction perpendicular to the high symmetry
Γ− Z line that leads to mixing between chiralities. The
quadratic dispersion along the Γ − Z line has no effect
in this regard. The above expression can be put in alter-
native form based on known observables. In a massless
Dirac system the effective cyclotron mass m∗ is ~kF /vF
and EF = ~vF kF . Therefore one can also write
1
τi
≈ 1
τn
(αKDm∗
2~2
)2
=
1
τn
(αKDk2F
2EF
)2
. (6)
Constraining the scattering rates from the measured
band structure
Within the context of this simple theory, one can in
principle estimate the essential parameters KD, α, vF ,
m∗, and kF from the measured band structure from our
own data (for kF ) and angle-resolved photoemission (for
the rest) to estimate values of 1/τv and 1/τi in the con-
text of the above theory. Unfortunately photoemission
datasets of high enough quality do not yet exist to deter-
mine these parameters uniquely. This is primarily due to
challenges associated with the 3D nature of the material,
and the fact that the natural cleavage plane of this com-
pound is (112) and there is relatively poor kz resolution.
The separation of Dirac points is most easily mea-
sured, but even here there are challenges. From Ref.
[33], one can estimate that KD is found approximately
1/3 of the way towards Z along the Γ − Z line. This is
0.04± 0.02A˚−1. This value is consistent with bandstruc-
ture calculations [33, 39, 40].
The quadratic correction B(k) = αkzk
2
x that mixes
chiral sectors is more difficult to estimate. As discussed
above, it manifests in quadratic corrections to the dis-
persion perpendicular to the Γ − Z line, but as can be
see from Eq. 1, a quadratic contribution to the disper-
sion perpendicular to Γ − Z can enter in 0, M(k), or
B(k). The contribution of 0 can be separated from the
other two because it gives the same sign energy contribu-
tion to both positive and lower energy branches, whereas
the contribution from M(k) or B(k) give opposite energy
contributions to upper and lower branches. In principle,
M(k) and B(k) could be isolated from each other by do-
ing a careful study where the kx dispersion is probed
at different kz. M(k) would give a contribution where
its quadratic coefficient (in kx) would be independent
of kz whereas B(k)’s quadratic coefficient would be pro-
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FIG. 6: Estimation of band dispersions in Cd3As2 extracted
from ARPES [33, 40]. Also shown is extracted dispersions
from the band structure calculations in Ref. [40]. Data pre-
sented along the kx direction and taken at a kz position that
cuts through the Dirac node. Here EF of the data from Ref.
[33] has been shifted by 85 meV downwards to match the data
of Ref. [40]. The EF of the calculation has been chosen to
match the data of Ref. [40].
portional to kz. Unfortunately, data with high enough
quality to perform this analysis does not exist.
Therefore to make further analysis we assume that the
kx coefficient associated with the M(k) term (e.g. M2)
is zero. This allows us to put an upper bound on αKD,
which is sufficient for our purposes. We fit the exper-
imental dispersion curves extracted from ARPES (Fig.
6) to a simplified version of Eq. 1 [33, 40]. Also shown
(Fig. 6) are band structure calculations also extracted
from Ref. [40]. We fit to the reduced expression
E(k) = C0 + C1K
2
D + C2k
2
x ±
√
A2k2x + α
2K2Dk
4
x. (7)
Here there is some variability in fit parameters from
different data sets, but the shape of the dispersion is a
general signatures of both finite C2 and αKD. With only
C2 the dispersions would be simple parabolas crossing
at the Weyl point showing a notable asymmetry in the
upper and lower branches. With only αKD the upper and
lower branches would be symmetric around the touching
point. From these fits we determine A = 1.2± 0.2 eV ·A˚
and αKD = 30± 15 eV ·A˚2. It is important to note the
parameter A does not give the velocity at EF directly as
there are substantial quadratic corrections.
We can estimate kF from a measure of the zero-field
Drude spectral weight and the cyclotron resonance. This
discussed below. A cyclotron mass of m∗ = 0.03me
was determined in our previous work [30]. For S1, we
9find then kF of 0.0135 A˚
−1, which gives 1/τv = 0.0008
1/τn. This is much smaller than observed. Using the
above value for αKD and the measured value for the cy-
clotron mass, one estimates an upper bound on the value
of 1/τi = 0.0035 1/τn, which is about four times larger
than 1/τv, but still much smaller than observed.
We caution that the scheme used here relies on first-
order perturbation theory for analysis, but the disagree-
ment is so large that we believe the whole scheme may
need to be revised. For instance is possible that scatter-
ings are involved that couple chiralities at O(k) instead
of O(k2).
An approximation we used was that impurities had
scales large as compared to the lattice constant. In this
regard one should keep in mind that the unit cell in
Cd3As2 is extremely large and associated with cadmium
vacancy ordering. It is likely that the main source of dis-
order is defects associated with this vacacy ordering. In
which case the potential will not be smooth on the scale
of the unit cell.
Estimating Fermi energy
In the sample S1, through the zero-field Drude fit, its
Drude plasma frequency ωp/2pi is extracted to be 21.2
THz. The charge density n and Drude plasma frequency
ωp/2pi are related by the formula: ω
2
p = ne
2/m∗0. From
the previous study of cyclotron energy, the effective mass
m∗ of Dirac fermions is estimated to be 0.03 me, where
me is the free electron mass [30]. When the Fermi energy
is not large , it is reasonable to assume that the linear
dispersion of 3D Dirac cones is isotropic. Then we could
directly relate the charge density n and Fermi velocity
kF by Luttinger’s theorem: n = 2k
3
F /3pi
2. Here the val-
ley and isospin degenerecy of the Dirac cones have been
accounted already. In this regard, the Fermi vector kF
in Sample S1 could be estimated to be 0.013 A˚−1. In
Dirac system, the Fermi energy EF = ~2k2F /m∗. After
inputting all parameters, EF is estimated to be 46 meV.
For the sample S2 that showed a weaker magnetic field
effect, one can perform the same procedures and its kF
and EF are extracted to be 0.018 A˚
−1 and 118 meV re-
spectively.
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